[Influence of clinical and pathological factors on lymph node harvesting in surgical specimens of colorectal cancer].
In colorectal cancer staging, pathologic lymph node analysis is a crucial information for the clinician and must be performed with a maximal level of accuracy. Therefore, the surgical sample analysis needs harvesting of as many lymph nodes as possible from the mesentery. In this study, we analysed the influence of a series of clinical and pathological factors which could influence lymph node harvesting. A total of 239 patients were included in our study. The factors with a statistically significant influence on lymph node collection (pinferior to0.05) were the age, gender of the patient, size of the primitive neoplasm, size of the surgical specimen, expertise of the surgeon and the pathology department. The presence of a radiochimiotherapy did not have any influence on the lymph node collection. This study highlights the importance of lymph node harvesting in colorectal surgical specimens of colo-rectal cancers.